The Effect of Solar Irradiance on the Power Quality Behaviour of Grid Connected Photovoltaic Systems
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Abstract. Photovoltaic systems have been increasingly used in the generation of electrical energy, either as a means of providing electricity in areas where there is no grid connection (stand alone systems), or by providing electricity to the grid (grid connected systems). In a deregulated energy market, the cost of energy produced from fossil fuels is rising and the photovoltaic energy becomes a promising alternative source. Yet it still suffers from problems that need to be resolved in order to be widely accepted as an equivalent alternative to fossil fuels. Firstly the more direct problem of efficiency and cost needs to be overcome and secondly the indirect problem of the quality of power provided by photovoltaic technology has to be addressed. In this work 14 different grid connected PV systems have been considered and power quality measurements have been taken. Results for low and average irradiance cases are presented and analyzed in order to determine how power quality quantities are affected by changes in solar irradiance.
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1. Introduction

Photovoltaic technology provides an attractive method of power generation and meets the criteria of clean energy and sustainability [1]-[4]. Advanced research is still in progress to increase the efficiency of photovoltaic cells and optimize the production of energy through minimization of power losses and better utilization of incident solar irradiance [5]. The efficiency and proper operation of photovoltaic systems depends on a number of factors. Environmental conditions as well as system design constitute the most important factors in the operation of the PV systems and these can have a significant impact on the efficiency and power quality response of the whole system [6]-[8]. The variable power flow due to the fluctuation of solar irradiance, temperature and choice of power semiconductor devices are some of the parameters that affect the power quality of photovoltaic systems. Good power quality translates into obtaining a sinusoidal voltage and current output from a photovoltaic system in order to avoid harmonics, interharmonics and eventually voltage distortion.

With high connection densities of photovoltaics in the distribution grid, low irradiance can lead to undesirable variations of power and supply quality (voltage and current) at the connection point which might even exceed acceptable limits that are set out by the respective grid codes. Aspects related to the quality of electricity as generated from the inverter, which is the element in a PV system responsible for converting the dc power to ac, are also important. The circuit topology of the inverter can determine the behaviour and the power characteristics, during input and output changes. In addition, large quantities of photovoltaic inverters can give rise to power quality problems on low-voltage networks, even when inverters comply with...
standards [9]. Such behaviour, characterized by low power quality, is often troublesome because it prevents reliable equipment operation and causes failure of sensitive electronic devices [10], [11].

In this work, the power quality behaviour of grid connected PV systems has been investigated. The PV site under test comprises of 12 fixed mounted flat-plate, one two axis tracked flat plate and one two-axis tracked concentrating PV system, all of nominal power 1 kWp, installed at the University of Cyprus. The technologies involved range from monocrystalline and polycrystalline silicon to amorphous thin film silicon, cadmium telluride (CdTe), Copper Indium Diselenide (CIS), HIT-cell and other solar cell technologies from a wide range of manufacturers. The systems are equally distributed through the three phases, connected to the grid, providing a 14 kWp three phase arrangement.

The purpose of this paper is to present and evaluate measurements based on power quality quantities obtained from the PV site. The power quality parameters measured are complex, active and reactive power, current and voltage harmonics and power factor. The total harmonic distortion (THD) for the voltage and current has also been measured as well, over a period of two weeks. The analysis of measurements revealed high current total harmonic distortion during low solar irradiance conditions. The power factor has also been found to sometimes exceed the acceptable limits, causing high quantities of reactive power to be supplied to the distribution network.

2. Topology of system under test

In this work 14 PV systems have been tested which analytically include 12 fixed mounted flat-plate, one two axis tracked flat plate and one two-axis tracked concentrating PV system. The systems are equally distributed through the three phases, connected to the grid, providing a 14kWp three phase arrangement. The combination of weather data like global irradiation and ambient temperature together with the operating parameters of the 14 systems allows a complete picture regarding their yield performance, degradation and loss mechanisms to be developed. Solar irradiance data from the sophisticated sensor network installed on location have also been obtained. The system configuration is shown in Fig. 1.

3. Standards for PV grid-connected systems

Various factors must be considered when designing and installing a photovoltaic system to a distribution network. Guidance regarding the operation and the equipment necessary to ensure compatible operation of photovoltaic systems and distribution networks can be found in IEEE standard 929-2000 “Recommended practice for utility interface of photovoltaic systems”. This specific IEEE standard contains information and restrictions for personnel safety, utility system operation, equipment protection and power quality.

The IEEE Standard 519-1992 “Recommended Practices and Requirements for Harmonic Control in Electrical Power Systems” specifies the limits of harmonic voltage and current at the point of common coupling between end user and distribution utilities. The approach adopted in this standard requires the participation of both end users and utilities. The limits established by this standard are equal to 5 % for the voltage and current total harmonic distortion that the producer can provide to the customer. The limits for the maximum individual harmonic components are also determined and must be 3 % for voltage lower than 69 kV.
According to the European standard EN50160 (IEC 50160), accommodated by most European Grid Codes, “Voltage characteristics of electricity supplied by public distribution systems”, the limit for total harmonic distortion should not exceed 8 %, including up to the 40th harmonic.

The European standard EN 61727 (IEC 61727) “Photovoltaic (PV) systems - Characteristics of utility interface” has established more restrictive limits for voltage and current harmonics. The limits proposed for harmonics are 2 % for total voltage harmonic distortion and 5 % for total current distortion. The maximum for individual voltage harmonics is also limited and must not exceed 1 % [12]-[14].

4. Results and discussion

Power quality parameters have been measured at the output of the PV site and correlated to the solar irradiance data obtained from the same site. The power quality parameters recorded are the complex power, active power, reactive power, voltage and current for each harmonic frequency. The power factor and total harmonic distortion for voltage and current have been measured as well over a period of two weeks. The solar irradiance incident on the PV modules was also measured for the test period. Two cases of “low” and “average” irradiance have been extracted from the two week measurement data and the results are presented below.

A typical example of the solar irradiance measurements for an average day in December in Cyprus is shown in Fig. 2(a). The active power produced by the system, shown in Fig. 2(b), is strongly dependent on solar irradiance. Fluctuations of solar irradiance lead to fluctuations of active power supplied to the distribution network. The unpredictable response of the system, assuming high densities of photovoltaic systems connected to the distribution network, can be troublesome for the producer of energy that has already scheduled the load for the time of peak demand. In the case of unpredictable variations of power quantities in distribution networks prediction algorithms must be utilized as described in [15]. As seen from Fig. 2(c) the results for the power factor are found to be acceptable for a large fraction of the day, but it can also be observed that the power factor falls below acceptable limits during the time of low solar irradiance. The reactive power as shown in Fig. 2(d) varies significantly, during the day. The lack of proper control to maintain the reactive power within small range limits can cause various problems to the operation of the distribution network, which is based on the concept of unity power factor, meaning that only a small fraction of reactive power is supplied by the central power generator. The reactive power consumed by loads connected to the distribution network is mostly supplied by high voltage cables and capacitors installed on nearby buses of the medium voltage grid. Fast variations of reactive power supplied by photovoltaic systems, assuming very high densities of such systems, can cause fast capacitor switching. Due to this, voltage transients and oscillations can occur with unpredictable amplitude and duration. Transients can lead to failure of sensitive electronic equipment or minimization of the life expectancy of network elements, if the amplitude of a transient exceeds certain limits. Thus it is desirable to reduce the existence of such transients. Modern intelligent inverter designs are now beginning to consider the issue of the control of the reactive power by providing better compensation based on system parameters and the needs of the distribution network.

![Fig. 2(a). Solar Irradiance observed for an average day](https://doi.org/10.24084/repqj05.284)

![Fig. 2(b). Active Power produced for an average day](https://doi.org/10.24084/repqj05.284)

![Fig. 2(c). Power Factor measured for an average day](https://doi.org/10.24084/repqj05.284)

![Fig. 2(d). Reactive Power produced for an average day](https://doi.org/10.24084/repqj05.284)
Fig. 2(e). RMS Voltage (3-Phase) measured for an average day

Fig. 2(f). Voltage THD measured for an average day

Fig. 2(g). Current THD measured for an average day

Fig. 2. Power Quality Measurements for a day with average solar irradiance

It is very important to recognize, however, that the reactive power produced by such a PV system of nominal peak power 14 kWp is in the range of 1000-2000 Var, which is comparable to the reactive power consumption of a host of domestic appliances. The RMS voltage (3-Phase) has small range limits as shown in Fig. 2(e), indicating low dependence on solar irradiance. Voltage and current THD are shown in Fig. 2(f) and Fig. 2(g) respectively. As can be seen the voltage THD lies in the range of 1.2-2.2 %, whereas the current THD increases significantly at low solar irradiance conditions reaching a value of 80 % at some instances.

The second case examined is the low irradiance one. Power quality quantities were measured and the results are shown in Fig. 3(a) to 3(g).
Low solar irradiance (Fig. 3(a)) can dramatically affect the output of the photovoltaic system as depicted in Fig. 3(b). The active power production becomes comparable to reactive power production (Fig. 3(c)) maintaining the power factor to very low levels (Fig. 3(d)). The RMS voltage (3-Phase) has small range limits (Fig. 3(e)) for the case of low irradiance, as previously observed for the case of average irradiance. The system injects a highly distorted current (with respect to the fundamental frequency current) to the distribution network during low solar irradiance conditions as shown in Fig. 3(g). Both voltage and current total harmonic distortion are above the acceptable limits of the standard EN 61727 (Fig. 3(f) and Fig. 3(g)).
The spectrum of the voltage and current waveforms for the low irradiance case are shown in Fig 4(a) and 4(b) respectively. Distortion can be divided into low and high-order harmonic regions of the frequency spectrum as shown in Fig. 4(a). High-order harmonic distortion is mainly associated with the inverter switching mechanism operation [16].

In the last part, power quality quantities were correlated with instantaneous solar irradiance measured during a two week period and the results are shown in Fig. 5(a) - 5(e). The Voltage and Current THD are shown in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) respectively, and the results confirm the high harmonic content in the current waveform. The total voltage harmonic distortion measured at the output of the system is not strongly dependent on the fluctuations of solar irradiance (Fig. 5(a)), but the current harmonics, on the other hand, are very sensitive to changes of incident radiation. The total voltage harmonic distortion ranges from 1.5 % to 2.2 %, confirming the existence of an accurate control mechanism for voltage as shown in Fig. 5(a). The current total harmonic distortion has a larger range of values, from 6% to 65% (Fig. 5(b)). The active power delivered to the distribution network has been found to vary linearly with changes of the solar irradiance incident on the PV modules as shown in Fig. 5(c). In contrast, the reactive power produced depends non-linearly on solar irradiance having higher values at low solar irradiance (Fig. 5(d)). Finally, the power factor behaviour due to changes of solar irradiance is shown in Fig. 5(e). The power factor acts linearly for values of solar irradiance lower than 200 W/m² and stays close to unity for higher values. The results for active power, power factor and total current harmonic distortion shown above are in good agreement with results presented in [17], [18].

5. Conclusion

In this paper, results from power quality observations obtained at a grid connected PV site consisting of 14 different PV systems, have been presented. Measurements from the grid connected PV site under test have been analyzed and evaluated to observe the overall effect of solar irradiance on the operation of the grid connected systems under test. Results for two different scenarios have been considered, namely, “average” and “low” irradiance and the effect of the solar irradiance on the power quality measurements has been investigated. It has been found that low solar irradiance has a significant impact on the power quality of the output of the PV system.
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